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Stellar MLS Always 

Principles

We succeed when brokers do. 

We offer the best data. 

We listen before we speak. 

We deliver Stellar service. 

We never accept the status quo. 

We are leaders. 

Stellar MLS
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Stellar By The Numbers*

77,411
Total Subscribers

63,964

10,213

3,234

Agents

Brokers

Assistants

Active Listings

Sold Listings YTD

Sales Volume YTD

39,992

$63.8B

202K

Largest MLS in Florida

3rd Largest in the Nation 

*Stats as of 10/12/2021Stellar MLS
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Performance Scorecard

• In late 2020, Stellar MLS participated in T3 Sixty’s MLS 
Performance Scorecard

• Over 8,000 Stellar MLS subscribers completed a survey, and 
results were benchmarked against other MLSs across the 
nation

• Results were overwhelmingly positive and we ranked as a “Top 
Performer” in multiple categories 



Performance Scorecard
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Stellar Year in Review: 2021

Jan - Mar

• Commercial 
Enhancements

• Form Simplicity Auto 
Upload

• Updated MLS Photo 
Rules

• Rental Enhancements

• 360 CMAs

• MLS Touch 
App

• Prospects 
CRM

• OneHome
Portal

• Welcome 
Gainesville!

• Team Settings in 
Matrix

Apr - June July - Sept Oct - Dec



Trends and Challenges in 2021

Record Low Inventory Industry Acquisitions Legal & Regulatory 



Low Inventory 

• 2021 has been an unprecedented market, with record high 
REALTOR® members and record low inventory 

• Despite low inventory, sales volume has held steady

• Stellar MLS has invested heavily in training agents on how to 
maximize MLS tools to be competitive in this market



In September, sales were up 
1% year over year, despite 
Active Inventory being down 
44%! 



• In Summer 2021, Stellar 
MLS launched a 
campaign to encourage 
agents to learn how to 
leverage Stellar MLS 
tools in the current 
market. 

• Completion of 3 courses 
resulted in a “Stellar 
MLS Super-Agent” 
badge, shareable on 
social media. 

• During this time period, 
3579 agents completed 
at least one of these 
courses and 638 
completed all 3.



Stellar Agents showing off their newly acquired skills to prospects!



Industry Acquisitions 

• In the past year, several acquisitions of real estate technology 
companies have taken place

• Multiple vendors that Stellar MLS works with have been 
acquired 

• Stellar MLS has air-tight contracts in place regarding data use 
from vendors, and closely monitors all acquisitions 



Industry Acquisitions 

10/18/21



Industry Acquisitions

MLS Holdings, Inc.



Legal and Regulatory 



NAR Review of MLS Rules

October 28, 2021Stellar MLS 16

• NAR’s Technology and Emerging Issues Advisory Board is recommending 
several rule changes to their MLS Committee

• If approved, these will go to the NAR Board of Directors for approval as 
early as November 2021

• Several of these updates proactively draw from the settlement from which 
the DOJ withdrew

• To learn more, visit https://www.nar.realtor/about-nar/policies/mls-policy

• We are monitoring closely, and will discuss any changes at our November 
30th Broker Townhall

https://www.nar.realtor/about-nar/policies/mls-policy


Overview of Proposed New Rules

October 28, 2021Stellar MLS 17

1. MLS Participants and Subscribers may not represent their services 
as free. 

2. MLSs may not allow listings to be filtered by compensation offer, 
level of service, or brokerage. 

3. MLSs must offer a single data feed to Participants, in accordance 
with their authorized use. 

4. Participants are entitled to a Back Office Feed. 

5. IDX displays attributing the listing brokerage must also include 
contact information displayed at least as prominently as other 
contact information on the site. 

6. MLSs must include offers of compensation on consumer-facing 
websites and in data feeds (allowing brokers to share), with 
disclaimer that offer is only valid to participants and subscribers of 
that MLS)



MLS Issues Policy Committee Agenda
recommendations

PROHIBITING THE ADVERTISING OF SERVICES 
AS “FREE”: 

• Statement 8.4: Policy Statement 8.4: MLS 
Participants and Subscribers must not represent 
that their services as an agent or representative 
to a buyer or seller in a real estate transaction 
are free or available at no cost to their clients. 

• Rationale: While REALTORS® have always 
been required to advertise their services 
accurately and truthfully, and many REALTOR® 
services have no cost to the recipient, this 
change creates a bright line rule on the use of 
the word “free” that is easy to follow and enforce. 
These benefits outweigh the fact that this bright 
line may result in REALTORS® being unable to 
use the word “free” for some services they 
provide at no cost to the recipient. 

Comments

• In parallel to Code of Ethics; 
some concern that MLSs will 
need to enforce COE – others 
say add to Standards of 
Conduct for non-Realtors

• Impact on Stellar: Minimal
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MLS Issues Policy Committee Agenda
recommendations

Changes to IDX and VOW Policies

• Policy Statement 8.5: MLS Participants and 
Subscribers must not, and MLSs must not enable 
the ability to, filter or restrict MLS listings that are 
searchable by and displayed to consumers 
based on the level of compensation offered to the 
cooperating broker or the name of a brokerage or 
agent. 

• Rationale: These changes reflect the recent 
developments in real estate brokerage services, 
evolving broker business models, and how online 
marketing and searching of listings have evolved.

Comments

• Consumer transparency 
increased if filtering by 
compensation or company (by 
the operator of the IDX/VOW 
site) is not allowed; can still 
filter by geographic, property 
type, price.

• Impact on Stellar: Update 
Rules/Regulations 
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MLS Issues Policy Committee Agenda
recommendations

Participant Data Feed(s)

• Policy Statement 8.6: MLSs must offer a 
Participant, or their designee, a single data feed in 
accordance with a Participant’s licensed authorized 
uses. 

• Rationale: One data feed will create efficiencies for 
Participants, and their designees, when authorized 
to use MLS data for multiple purposes. 

Comments
• Clarification: one feed to broker that includes 

all data he/she is licensed to receive.

• Single Feed for licensed use

• One feed for broker only listings

• And one feed for IDX if licensed for 
that use

• And Another feed for VOW if 
licensed for that use

• And yet Another feed for Back Office 
Use if licensed for that use

• Impact on Stellar: No impact – we 
already do this
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MLS Issues Policy Committee Agenda
recommendations

Brokerage Back Office Feed Defined

Statement 8.7: Brokerage Back Office Feed Participants are 
entitled to use, and MLSs must provide to Participants, a 
Brokerage Back Office Feed per the Data, Use and Terms 
established below: 

“Data” means all real property listing and roster information in the 
MLS database, including listings of all statuses available to all 
Participants, but excludes (I) MLS only fields (those fields only 
visible to MLS staff and the listing Participant), and (ii) fields and 
content to which MLS does not have a sufficient license for use in 
the Brokerage Back Office Feed. 

“Use” - The Brokerage Back Office Feed Data may only be used 
by the Participant, Subscribers affiliated with the Participant, and 
their designees for the following purposes: • Brokerage 
management systems. • Customer relationship management 
(CRM), and transaction management tools. • Agent and 
brokerage productivity and ranking tools, and reports. • 
Marketplace statistical analysis and reports in conformance with 
NAR MLS Policy Statement 7.80

“Terms” Defined
• MLSs may impose reasonable licensing provisions and fees 
related to Participant’s license to use Brokerage Back Office 
Feed Data. MLSs may require the Participant’s designee to sign 
the same or a separate and different license agreement from 
what is signed by the Participant. Such provisions in a license 
agreement may include those typical to the MLS’s data licensing 
practices, such as security requirements, rights to equitable relief, 
and dispute resolution terms. (The foregoing examples are not a 
limitation on the types of provisions an MLS may have in a 
license agreement.) 

• Use of roster information may be limited by the MLS 
participation agreement and license agreements. 

• Brokerage Back Office Feed Use is subject to other NAR MLS 
policies and local rules. 

• MLSs in their reasonable discretion may expand the definition of 
Brokerage Back Office Feed Use in conformance with other NAR 
MLS policies, such as Policy Statement 7.85, which provides that 
“Use of listings and listing information by MLSs for purposes 
other than the defined purposes of MLS requires Participants’ 
consent.”
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Impact on Stellar: Minimal updating of 
rules



MLS Issues Policy Committee Agenda
recommendations

Listing Broker Attribution (IDX/VOW)

• Policy Statement 8.5: MLS Participants and 
Subscribers must not, and MLSs must not enable 
the ability to, filter or restrict MLS listings that are 
searchable by and displayed to consumers 
based on the level of compensation offered to the 
cooperating broker or the name of a brokerage or 
agent. 

• Rationale: These changes reflect the recent 
developments in real estate brokerage services, 
evolving broker business models, and how online 
marketing and searching of listings have evolved.

Comments
Rationale: Listing broker attribution with 
contact information could provide a 
more accurate representation to the 
public about the listing and improve the 
public’s ability to seek additional 
property details. 

• Impact on Stellar: Update 
Rules/Regulations 
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MLS Issues Policy Committee Agenda
recommendations

Disclosure of Buyer Broker Compensation

NEW:  MLS Policy Statement 8.8: MLSs must include 
the listing broker’s offer of compensation for each active 
listing displayed on its consumer-facing website(s) 

and in MLS data feeds provided to participants and 
subscribers, and must permit MLS participants or 
subscribers to share such information though IDX and 
VOW displays or through any other form or format 
provided to clients and consumers. 

The information about the offer of compensation must be 
accompanied by a disclaimer stating that the offer is 
made only to participants of the MLS where the listing is 
filed. 

Rationale: Disclosure of the offer of compensation to 
buyer agents (including non-agency relationships defined 
by state law) will reinforce transparency for the clients 
and consumers working with MLS participants and 
subscribers in a real estate transaction. 

Comments
1. Low impact on Stellar – data is already included in 
IDX/VOW feeds and we have no rule that would disallow 
a broker from displaying the info at their option

2. Homesnap is Stellar’s Consumer Site – adjustments 
will need to be made, including the required disclaimer

3. Create documentation for brokers who choose to 
display the compensation fields (all fields, including 
bonus will be required if disclosed to public), share 
disclaimer for their use

4. Adjust Rules/Regulations where applicable
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